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In the Semi-Riemannian case we do not have the liability of the existence of 
such a metric being a difference from the Riemannian case. 
Definition  Let  M=M
2n+1  a  connected  Semi-Riemannian  manifold  and  j,  x,  h 
tensorial fields on M of types (1,1), (1,0) and (0,1) respectively. We say that (j,x,h) 
define an almost contact structure on M if: 
(1)        j
2Y=-Y+h(Y)x "YÎX (M) 
(2)              h(x)=1 
  In these conditions we have the relations: 
(3)             h(jY)=0 "YÎX  (M) 
(4)               jx=0 
  We define the contact distribution like D={YÎX (M)h(Y)=0}. 
Definition A metric g on M for which: 
(5)      g(jX,jY)=g(X,Y)-eh(X)h(Y) "X,YÎX  (M) 
where eÎ{-1,1} is called compatible metric with the almost contact structure. 
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Definition  If  on  a  Semi-Riemannian  manifold  M
2n+1  we  have  an  almost  contact 
structure  (j,x,h)  and  a  compatible  metric  with  the  structure  we  shall  say  that 
(j,x,h,g) define an almost contact metric structure. 
  For Y=x in (1) we have with (2) and (4): 
(6)              g(X,x)=eh(X) "XÎX (M) 
and if in (6) Y=x: 
(7)            g(x,x)=e 
Remark If we shall consider in the upper g'=-g, x'=-x, h'=-h and j'=j we have 
together with e'=-e also an almost contact metric structure. We can further suppose 
that e=1. 
Definition:  Let M=M
2n+1 a connected Semi-Riemannian manifold provided with an 
almost contact metric structure (j,x,h,g). We shall say that the structure is contact 
metric if: 
(8)        (dh)(X,Y)=g(jX,Y) "X,YÎX  (M) 
Definition: An almost contact metric structure (j,x,h,g) is normal if: 
(9)                    (ÑXj)Y= g(X,Y)x-h(Y)X "X,YÎX  (M) 
where Ñ is the Levi-Civita connection for the metric g. 
Definition  A  Semi-Riemannian  manifold  provided with  a  normal  contact  metric 
structure is called Sasakian manifold. 
  On a Sasakian manifold the following relations hold: 
(10)          ÑXx=-jX "XÎX  (M) 
(11)      N
1(X,Y)=Nj(X,Y)+2dh(X,Y)x=0 "X,YÎX  (M) 
(12)         N
2(X,Y)=(LjXh)Y-(LjYh)X=0 "X,YÎX  (M) 
(13)        N
3(X)=(Lxj)X=0 "XÎX  (M) 
(14)        N
4(X)=(Lxh)X=0 "XÎX  (M) 
where Nj(X,Y)=[jX,jY]-j[jX,Y]-j[X,jY]+j
2[X,Y]. 
Let  now  a  j-basis  of TM  that is  an  orthonormal  basis of  the  form:  {x, 
Y1,...,Yn,jY1,...,jYn} where YiÎD, i=1,...,n. We denote by 
ei=g(Yi,Yi)=g(jYi,jYi), i=1,...,n. 
  We define now the 1-differential forms: 
(15)        wi(Z)=g(Yi,Z) "ZÎX  (M) "i=1,...,n 
and from (15) we have: 
(16)             g(jYi,Z)=-wi(jZ) "ZÎX  (M) "i=1,...,n 
  Let now two arbitrary vector fields: 
(17)      X=h(X)x+ ∑ ∑
= =
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(18)      Z=h(Z)x+ ∑ ∑
= =






j j j Y ) Z ( Y ) Z (  
We have now: 
(19) [X,Z]={h(X)Ñxh(Z)-h(Z)Ñxh(X)+∑
=
h Ñ w e
n
1 j
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n
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1 j , i
j i wi(jZ)wj(jX)[jYi,jYj]. 
  If we define now: 
(20)        Zj=wj(Z)X-wj(X)Z "j=1,...,n 
(21)             Wj=wj(jZ)X-wj(jX)Z "j=1,...,n 
(22)                T=h(X)Z-h(Z)X 
we obtain: 
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j i {wi(Zj)-wj(jWi)}[Yi,Yj]. 
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1 j , i
j i {wi(Zj)-wj(jWi)}[Yi,Yj]ÎSpan(X,Z). 
Example 
  Let  on  Rn




n,z)  the  usual  contact 
structure defined by: 
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z ¶
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n) and I the identity. 
  The contact distribution D is generated by 




















  The compatible metric is: 
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where ai,bi,c,di,ei,fÎF  (M). 
  We have: wi=eidy
i "i=1,...,n. It is easy to see that: 
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  From (20)-(22) we have: 
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(38) wj(Wj)=ajej-bjdj 
The condition of integrability is: 
(39) ∑ ∑ ∑
= = =















j j j Y )  W div ( Y )  Z div ( T   div ) W ( ) 1 2 ( ÎSpan(X,Z) 
and with (35)-(38) becomes: 
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where j, k=1,...,n. 
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From (38) we have: 
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From (39), (40) we have: 
(41) 






























  If we replace (41)-(43) in (39) we have: 























































  If we note A=ay
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